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The grammar of a particular language can be regarded as simply a specification of values of parameters of Universal Grammar (Chomsky 1981). It is the general notion among linguists dealing with "language universals" that the subject-predicate relationship is one among the several parameters of language universals. In most languages "subject" generally occurs initially in a syntactic construction. In other words, in most languages subject precedes the other major NPs within clauses. Secondly, the predicate, in general, is bound to the subject in terms of one or more grammatical categories, such as gender, number, person, case, or voice, with varying degrees of involvement of them.

Subjecthood is, according to Keenan (1987), related to a wide variety of other syntactic and semantic properties. The best understood of these are the roles of various grammatical relations in the structural descriptions of the major cyclic syntactic rules, such as Equi-NP Deletion, Raising, Reflexive, Conjunction Formation, etc. The subject is an independent instantiation of the action or property expressed by the predicate, and is syntactically indispensable. This is less true for non-subjects. Other than these properties, the subject is always (in general, not necessarily in every sentence) the possible controller:

1) of stipulated co-reference, either positive or negative,
2) of reflexive pronouns,
3) of co-referential deletions,
4) of pronominalizations,
5) of switch reference indicators, and
6) of verb agreement.

---

1 This does not mean that there is no language in which subject occurs finally or medially. In Malagasy (Malayo-Polynesian, Madagascar), for example, the subject characteristically occurs clause finally, as in the following sentence:

(i) mampianatra angilisy an-d Rabe aho
    cause-learn English to (name) I

'I am teaching Rabe English.' (Keenan 1987:107)
In pursuing the claim that subject is universal, i.e., obligatory for every system, one soon finds that many language types offer a real challenge to the hypothesis. Ergative languages pose one kind of problem, since their subject departs most blatantly from that semantic-syntactic convergence and since a good many are mixed: morphologically one thing but syntactically another (Anderson 1976, Dixon 1872:128-129). So-called topic-prominent languages like Lisu (Li and Thompson 1976) offer another difficulty, since subject is apparently all but effaced by the dominant presence of the topic. That is to say, there seems to be little or no need to refer to anything like subject in accounting for the structure of these systems (Schwartz 1976:521).

In countless languages the verb fails to agree with the NP, e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Malagasy, Thai, Vietnamese, Sinhalese, and Swedish, among many others. On the other hand, there are also languages in which the verb does agree with the subject NP, e.g., Sanskrit, Basque, Chinook, Arosi (Melanesian), Jacaltec (Mayan), Kapampangan (Philippines), etc. There are also a very few languages in which the verb agrees with objects but not with subjects, such as Avar (Caucasian), Mabuiag (Australian), and, very partially, Hindi.2 Such object-verb agreement makes the subject insignificant and leads to the formation of “impersonal constructions”.

In most Indo-Aryan and Dravidian languages, the predicate in active-voice constructions is bound to the subject in terms of number, person, and gender. But in Manipuri (a TB language like Lisu) there is no agreement at all between subject and predicate in terms of person, number, or gender:

**Person:**

(1) əy / naŋ / məhak Mary-bu nuŋsi-y
    I / you / (s)he (name)-ACC love-ASP
    ‘I / You / He / She love(s) Mary.

What example (1) shows is that the verb nuŋsi remains as it is, irrespective of different persons in the subject: əy ‘I’, naŋ ‘you’, or məhak ‘s/he.’

---

2 In (i) the verb agrees with the feminine object roti; in (ii) it agrees with the masculine object kela. Mahajan (1990) argues that the “specificity” property of nominative objects derives as a result of structural case assignment by AGR that heads the V, and hence the object agreement. Bhatt’s (1993) argument is that object agreement derives from specifier-head coindexing in the VP, just as subject agreement is specified-head coindexing in the NP (codified subject).
Number:
(2) satra ǝma CIEFL Library-da layrik pa-ri
    student one (CIEFL) (Library)-LOC book read-ASP
    ‘A student is reading in the CIEFL Library.’

(3) satra tǝra CIEFL Library-da layrik pa-ri
    student ten (CIEFL) (Library)-LOC book read-ASP
    ‘Ten students are reading in the CIEFL Library.’

The verb pa-ri in examples (2) and (3) remains unchanged regardless of whether the subject is singular or plural.

Gender:
(4) Professor Tomba-ǝ ǝykhoj-bu / Mary-bu syntax tǝmbi
    (name)-TOP we-ACC/(name)-ACC (syntax) teach-ASP
    ‘Professor Tomba teaches us / Mary syntax.’

(5) Professor Mary-ǝ ǝykhoj-bu / Bill-bu syntax tǝmbi
    (name)-TOP we-ACC/(name)-ACC (syntax) teach-ASP
    ‘Professor Mary teaches us / Bill syntax.’

The verb tambi in examples (4) and (5) does not show any change according to the natural gender of the respective subjects. It is very obvious that any kind of grammatical agreement does not take place between subject and verb or object and verb. This is completely opposed to Hindi. (In the Kuki-Chin subgroup of Tibeto-Burman languages, however, there are other languages where the relevance of person and number does stand as a valid category for binding subject and predicate.)

In Manipuri there are constructions that are completely impersonal. In such constructions, who does the action is immaterial; what is more important in the construction is the ‘action’ (examples 6a-b and 7a-b):

(6a) kǝri-mǝǝ ca-de
    nothing eat-NEG
    ‘Nothing has been eaten.’

Or the VP alone can be used instead, as in example (6b):

(6b) ca-de
    ‘hasn’t eaten’
Similarly,

\[(7a) \quad kəsu-su \quad phu-de\]
none \quad beat-NEG
‘None has been beaten.’

As in example (6b), the VP alone can be used instead, as in (7b):

\[(7b) \quad phu-de\]
‘hasn’t beaten’

The NPs karï-matə in example (6a) and kana-su in (7a) apparently look like the ‘subject’, but in fact they are the objects: the subjects are underlying. The notion that karï-matə in (6a) and kana-su in (7a) are grammatically subjects of their respective sentences is fallacious. There are other constructions also in which abstract nouns are apparently functioning as subject, as in sentences (8), (9), and (10):

\[(8) \quad sawniŋ-məndu-na \quad məhak-pu \quad phu-y\]
anger-excess-TOP he-ACC beat-ASP
‘So much anger makes him beaten.’

\[(9) \quad əkhaŋ kənba-na \quad məhak-pu \quad mi \quad oy-həl-le\]
patience-TOP he-ACC man make-CAUS-ASP
‘Patience makes him a man.’

\[(10) \quad əsawba-na \quad məhak-pu \quad maŋ-həl-le\]
anger-TOP he-ACC destroy-CAUS-ASP
‘Anger makes him a useless man.’

In these three sentences, sawniŋ-məndu-na (8), əkhaŋ kənba-na (9), and əsawba-na (10) are all abstract nouns that function grammatically as subjects in their sentences. Each of these subjects is represented as third person, but in fact there is no proper personal relevance. These are purely impersonal constructions.

There is another type of construction in which the subject is completely deleted, as in sentences (11) and (12):